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EXPERIENCE 
 
UX Designer II, Windows Design and Research  
Microsoft Corporation 
Redmond, WA  
2009 to 2014 
 
Windows 10 
Designer of user experiences in the upcoming Threshold release. Contributions includes the scoping 
of a new Notification Center for the Windows Desktop, Desktop Notifications revamp, and 
responsive system and app dialogs across 3 screens. (Phone, Tablet, Desktop) 
 
Windows 8.1 
Primary designer of all things networking for the Windows 8.1 release. Contributions include 
Network based connection surfaces, OOBE, Enterprise experiences and interaction flows, and the 
redesign of advanced settings merged from the Desktop control panel into Modern PC Settings. 
Designer of a new Time and Language and IME Settings experience. 
 
Windows 8 
Designer of several features in the new Reimagined Windows 8 OS. Contributions include the 
planning and design of the v1Modern Camera app, v1 Modern PC Settings, v1 Modern AutoPlay and 
the Device Proximity NFC feature known as Tap and Do. 

 
UX Designer, PC3 
Microsoft Corporation 
Redmond, WA  
2008 to 2009 
 
Windows 7 
Windows OEM engagement partnership initiative with Sony, HP and Dell. This partnership included 
the planning and design of software/hardware concepts and ecosystem readiness UX. 

 
Media Author - Product Designer, Filter Talent 
Microsoft Corporation 
Redmond, WA  
2001 to 2008 
 
Windows XP to Windows Vista 
As a contract designer, I collaborated on a range of Microsoft projects and products in a variety of 
roles, delivering UX, visual, interaction, prototyping and motion graphics design solutions. 
 
Projects: 
Surface - Interaction design for multi-touch table surfaces  
Encarta - End to end Math Tutor app design for students 
Server - UX concepts for SOA scenarios 
Emerging Markets - Windows Shell concepts for Asian markets 
Expedia - Web based design for interstitial concepts and interactive search results 
Mobile PC - Extensive Pen and Touch based design solutions for Win XP and Vista 
Tablet PC - Award winning Windows XP Tablet PC pen input tutorials  

 
Freelance Designer 
David Lemley Design 
Seattle, WA  
1999 to 2000 
 
Collaboration with brand guru David Lemley on an award winning Safety All Stars website for 
Safeco.  This site was a Flash and HTML wonderland for kids using games, interactivity and two 
visitors from outer space storyline to teach good safety practices covering a number of situations.   
 

SKILLS 
 
T-shaped creative with the unique 
ability to straddle the world of 
engineering and design. 
 
Solid conceptual development 
skills and experience from initial 
vision to final shipped product. 
 
Open minded, end-user advocate 
with a passion for creating simple, 
human centered, easy to use and 
seamless product experiences. 
 
Ability to scope efforts accurately, 
prioritize tasks and goals 
independently and rapidly produce 
deliverables. 
 
Proven experience and working 
knowledge of design principles and 
patterns, information architecture, 
task flow models, storyboarding, 
wireframing, creating design 
specifications and guidelines. 
 
Proven ability to work 
collaboratively with partners and 
stakeholders (Design, Program 
Management, Engineering, 
Research, Brand/Marketing and 
User Assistance) 
 
Experienced in designing UX 
solutions for Mobile and Desktop 
shell platforms. 
 
Experience with touch, pen, mouse 
and keyboard input concepts. 
 
Advanced rapid prototyping skills. 
 
Designer of end-to-end scenario 
and concept based showcase 
videos for internal product 
presentations. 
 
Extensive experience with industry 
standard design and production 
software in print, web, digital and 
enterprise contexts. 
 
EDUCATION 
 
College for Creative Studies 
Detroit, MI 
Advertising Design 
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